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BACHELOR OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION EXAMINATION, 2023
( 2nd Year, 4th Semester )

KINESIOLOGY AND BIOMECHANICS

PAPER - CC-402
Time : Three hours Full Marks : 70

Group - A

Answer the following questions (any three): 15×3=45

1. Write down the importance of studying biomechanics in physical education and sports.
Explain the plane and axis with suitable body movements. 6+9=15
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2. Briefly explain the following (any three): 3×5=15

a) Centre of gravity and line of gravity

b) Scalar and vector quantity

c) Equilibrium

d) Muscle Contraction
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3. Write the scope of kinesiology in physical education and sports. What is joint? Describe
any four fundamental movements of the joint with suitable examples from the field of
sports. 5+2+8=15
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4. What are the different parts of lever? Explain the types of lever with mechanical
examples. What is mechanical advantage in lever? 4+9+2=15
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5. What is Kinetics and Kinematics? Define speed and velocity. What is the relation
between linear velocity and angular velocity? What do you mean by Inertia? What are the
different factors which influences the Stability? 3+4+1+2+5=15
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Group - B

Write short notes on any two of the following: 7.5×2=15
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6. Unit and types of force
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7. General motion
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8. All or None Law
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9. Couple
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Group - C

10. Select the correct answer and write it down on your answer script (any ten) : 1×10=10

i) Mass is a

a) Scalar quantity b) Vector quantity

c) Both d) None

ii) Sport biomechanics is also called as

a) Kinesiology b) Physics of sports

c) Mechanics of sports d) Sports dynamics

iii) Biomechanics helps in

a) Improving performance b) Reducing injury

c) Rehabilitation d) All of these

iv) Impulse-momentum relationship is a direct result of

a) Newton’s 1st Law b) Newton’s 2nd Law

c) Newton’s 3rd Law d) All of these

v) The type of joint of skull bone is

a) Fibrous b) Cartilaginous

c) Synovial d) Hinge

vi) Frontal plane lies on

a) Sagital axis b) Vertical axis

c) Frontal axis d) None of these

vii) What will be the mechanical advantage if the effort arm is 12m and the load arm is 6m?

a) 18 b) 10

c) 2 d) 72
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viii) The force acting on a runner near the end of a race is

a) Weight b) Air resistance

c) Friction d) None of the above

ix) Bow legs is also known as

a) Genu Varum b) Genu Valgum

c) Swayback foot d) Bad foot

x) Bending forward is an example of movement in the plane of

a) Transverse b) Frontal

c) Sagittal d) None of these

xi) For covering 300 m distance an athlete takes 15 seconds, then what is the speed of that
athlete?

a) 20 m/s b) 2.0 m/s

c) 0.2 m/s d) None of these

xii) Most sport action is an example of

a) Linear motion b) Angular motion

c) General motion d) None of these


